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While the news of increasing temper-
atures in the Capital City of Delhi in the
coming weeks and months hit the
headlines, in a resounding affirmation
of the symbiotic relationship between
sustainability and economic progress,
President Dennis Francis (heading the
78th session of the UN General Assem-
bly), recently in an exclusive interview
with PTI, unequivocally asserted that
the pursuit of sustainability stands as
the cornerstone of 21st-century devel-
opment endeavours. He also empha-
sised the imperative of integrating sus-
tainability into the fabric of global
advancement. Dennis Francis is all set
to inaugurate the “Sustainability
Week” at the United Nations head-
quarters scheduled from April 15-19,
2024. Under the overarching theme of
“Paving the Way for a Sustainable Fu-
ture,” this landmark event will spot-
light pivotal sectors such as tourism,
infrastructure connectivity, trans-
portation, energy and debt, dedicating
its discourse to the multifaceted di-
mensions of sustainability in each do-
main.

In this PTI exclusive, President Fran-
cis outlines a strategic focus on key eco-
nomic sectors — tourism, transporta-
tion, infrastructure, energy and debt
management — to drive transformative
sustainability. He highlights challenges
like climate change, energy security
and debt entrapment, emphasising
their nexus with poverty, education,
housing and national security. Francis
further underscores sustainability as
both a moral imperative and a catalyst
for equitable global progress, envision-
ing judicious decisions in these realms
as key to profound shifts towards a sus-
tainable future.

During the upcoming ‘Sustainability
Week’, Dennis will host a series of high-
level events including debates on ‘debt
sustainability’ and ‘socio-economic
equality’; discussions on ‘tourism and
sustainable transport’, an informal dia-

logue on ‘global resilience through in-
frastructure connectivity’ and a stock-
taking session for the completion of the
‘UN Decade of Sustainable Energy for
All’ - all aimed at advancing the imple-
mentation of SDG 7 for sustainable de-
velopment.

Dennis (in the interview) fervently
promotes the fusion of sustainability
and economic advancement, under-
scoring their intrinsic interdependence
for societal well-being. He advocates
for a transformative approach toward
sustainable lifestyles, condemning an-
tiquated resource exploitation meth-
ods exacerbating climate instability.
He envisions a future where profitabil-
ity harmonises with environmental
stewardship, fostering equity and re-
silience. ‘Sustainability Week’ precedes
the ‘Summit of the Future,’ to instil sus-
tainability as a collective imperative for
safeguarding resources for posterity.
He further emphasised the pressing re-
quirement to refocus endeavours on
the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs), which saw a setback in target
achievement because of the COVID-19
pandemic and ongoing conflicts. ‘Sus-
tainability Week’ aims to revive dedi-
cation to impactful measures, crucial
for reorienting the SDGs towards their
intended trajectory.

Through collective action, the aim
should be to uplift communities, in-
spire hope and advance the global
agenda for sustainability and equity.
The need is to empower communities,
foster optimism and promote sustain-
ability and equity worldwide. Govern-
ments, communities and organisations
per se are uniting to tackle environ-
mental challenges like climate change,
biodiversity loss and renewable energy
promotion.

For example, in Scandinavia, coun-
tries like Denmark have been leaders
in wind energy production, investing
heavily in offshore wind farms and re-
newable energy infrastructure. Den-
mark’s commitment to sustainability
has led to a significant reduction in car-

bon emissions and reliance on fossil fu-
els.

Moreover, in Southeast Asia, Singa-
pore pioneers innovative strategies to
address river and ocean waste, utilis-
ing advanced wastewater treatment
and strict plastic regulations, effec-
tively curbing marine pollution. Mean-
while, Africa’s ‘Great Green Wall’ ini-
tiative fights desertification in the
bio-geographical Sahel region by plant-
ing trees and promoting sustainable
land management, revitalising de-
graded landscapes and fostering biodi-
versity. Across Latin America, Costa
Rica exemplifies biodiversity conser-
vation through national parks and eco-
tourism, fostering sustainable develop-
ment while preserving its rich natural
heritage, resulting in both environ-
mental protection and economic pros-
perity. Some of these diverse efforts
demonstrate global commitment to en-
vironmental management, enhancing
resilience and also safeguarding
ecosystems for future generations.

India’s proactive stance towards
achieving the SDGs is evident through
multifaceted commitments across sec-
tors. Initiatives like the ‘National Solar
Mission’ and ‘Jal Jeevan Mission’, ‘Na-
tional Health Mission’, etc., highlight
the resolve to tackle environmental
challenges. India further aims to gen-
erate great renewable energy capacity,
emphasising reduced reliance on fos-
sil fuels.

Water conservation programs such
as rainwater harvesting and the ‘Jal
Jeevan Mission’ underscore India’s
dedication to ensuring water security,
aiming to provide piped water supply
to all households by 2024. This com-
mitment is reinforced by experts like
waterman, Rajendra Singh and CEO of
Centre for Science and Environment,
Sunita Narain, who stress the impor-
tance of renewable energy and commu-
nity-driven water conservation efforts.

Additionally, India’s sustainability
efforts extend to biodiversity conserva-
tion, rural development, healthcare,

education, waste management and
gender equality, exemplified by
schemes like MGNREGA and Ayush-
man Bharat. Dr. Vandana Shiva em-
phasises that sustainability encom-
passes socio-economic factors, with
India’s inclusive policies striving to cre-
ate a more equitable and resilient soci-
ety through integrated policymaking.

It may be noted that India initiated
its climate action journey in 2009 by
pledging to decrease emissions inten-
sity by 20-25 per cent by 2020, achiev-
ing a commendable 24 per cent reduc-
tion. Subsequently aligning with the
Paris Agreement, India outlined its
‘Nationally Determined Contributions’
in 2015, aiming for a 33-35 per cent
emissions intensity reduction by 2030.
Additional goals include enhancing
non-fossil fuel energy generation, ex-
panding carbon sinks and targeting
‘NET ZERO’ emissions by 2070. Na-
tional efforts are reinforced by initia-
tives such as the ‘National Action Plan
on Climate Change’ and the ‘National
Adaptation Fund for Climate Change’,
focusing on renewable energy, sustain-
able habitat and adaptation strategies.

As per media reports, by April 2023,
India had made substantial progress
toward 14 of the 33 SDGs, with im-
provements in neonatal and under-five
mortality; sanitation and electricity ac-
cess.

Challenges like adolescent preg-
nancy, clean cooking fuel and water fa-
cilities persist. Legislative amendments
promoting renewable energy and car-
bon credit trading, along with initia-
tives such as the ‘Green Hydrogen Mis-
sion’, highlight India’s commitment to
sustainability. “Business Today” report
of August 25, 2023, suggests that these
efforts, coupled with the implementa-
tion of the ‘Sustainable Development
Goals National Indicator Framework’,
positioned India as a global leader in
sustainability, as reflected in its ranking
in the ‘Climate Change Performance
Index’, indicating promising future
progress.
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Peace seems to be eluding the
Middle East with Iran and Israel
getting into the tit-for-tat mode to
launch targeted attacks on each
other’s territories. As such Israel
continues to carry out its assault
on Hamas which is holding Israeli
hostages for six months. The situa-
tion just got exacerbated with the
recent flare-up between Israel and
Iran. In today’s connected and
interdependent world and with the
Gulf region being a key supplier of
crude to the world, especially
India, these conflicts are bound to
impact the rest of the world.
Honestly, the world can do with-
out more conflicts as the one
between Russia and Ukraine is still
continuing though the UN and
world leaders seem to have forgot-
ten about it or maybe they have
simply lost interest. However, the
conflicts in the Middle East have a
more adverse and immediate
impact on the world and therefore
need to be put to an end. Both
Israel and Iran are friends turned
foes. Iran was once an ally of
Israel. The day Iran went through
the Islamic revolution, the equa-
tions changed and Tehran’s new
political culture considered the
Jewish State of Israel worth being
annihilated. The Islamic philoso-
phy that its new hardliner leaders
propounded included the end of
the Jewish State as its responsibil-
ity.
As is India’s creed, we are closer to
both Israel and Iran. Can India
play a role of a mediator to put out
the embers of an imminent war?
The region has been traditionally
volatile and all the countries there
have a lot of historic baggage that
they tend to offload through such
attacks. Iran for a very long time
had operated through its proxies
like Hezbollah, Houthis etc. It is
for the first time that it launched
multiple attacks on Israel by rain-
ing drones and missiles which
were neutralized by Tel Aviv’s
superior defence cover. We do
hope the USA counsels both in
some way to de-escalate their ten-
sions sp that the world can breathe
free.  

UNREST IN 
MIDDLE EAST Sustainability through global collaboration

RAJYOGI BRAHMAKUMAR
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A few centuries ago no one worried
about climate change, because there was
no reason to do so. But as humans ex-
tracted more from nature and dumped an
increasing amount of waste, including
highly toxic substances, on it, the ecological
balance began to get disrupted. This
process has accelerated over the centuries
and brought us to the present situation
where, according to some experts, the en-
tire human race faces extinction shortly.

Climate change and global warming are
sometimes thought of as things that will
happen in the future. But scientists are
finding increasing evidence that the planet
is changing now - and that people must
take a large share of the blame for this phe-
nomenon. They further explain that exces-
sive carbon emissions through industrial
and vehicular pollution, use of CFCs and
plundering of forests and natural resources
have depleted the ozone layer. This has
trapped more and more solar radiation in-
side the earth’s atmosphere. As a result,
the earth is heating up which has begun to
trigger a chain of natural upheavals like
floods, earthquakes, tsunamis and land-
slides in recent times.

To prevent such an eventuality, humans
need to work on themselves. Man does not
need to master nature. The human soul is

the master of all that is material. It is when
the soul begins to identify itself with the
body that it comes under the influence of
matter and vices. In the Golden and Silver
Ages, when all human souls had self-
awareness and divine qualities, nature was
their obedient servant. The elements of na-
ture made life pleasant in that era, which
is remembered in religious texts as par-
adise or heaven.

Because the divine beings of that world
were free of vices, they never exploited or
despoiled nature. Instead of having to be
environment-friendly, they had a truly
friendly environment. They were friends

not only to their fellow beings but also to
all matter. This State of affairs continued
till the beginning of the Copper Age when
the souls forgot who they were and began to
come under the influence of the body and
the vices. They then began to exploit natural
resources, gradually harming the environ-
ment. In return, nature too ceased to obey
souls who had lost mastery over them-
selves. As the influence of the vices grew,
so did the plunder of nature and what was
once a harmonious relationship turned
more into one between an exploiter and
the exploited.

The Prime Minister of India in his

speech at the UN said ‘“We can achieve the
same level of development, prosperity and
well-being without necessarily going down
the path of reckless consumption. It doesn’t
mean that economies will suffer; it will
mean that our economies will take on a dif-
ferent character. For us in India, respect
for nature is an integral part of spiritual-
ism. We treat nature’s bounties as sacred.
Yoga is an invaluable gift of our ancient
tradition. Yoga embodies unity of mind
and body; thought and action; restraint
and fulfillment; harmony between man
and nature; and a holistic approach to
health and well-being. It is not about exer-
cise but to discover the sense of oneness
with yourself, the world and nature. By
changing our lifestyle and creating con-
sciousness, it can help us deal with climate
change.”

Now, if we wish to go back from the
brink and return to a life of harmony with
nature, we need to realise our spiritual
identity and values. Such awareness will
make us naturally eco-friendly and send
out a positive energy that will bring the ele-
ments of nature into harmony with us
again. If a critical mass of humans begin to
live with this spiritual awareness, nature
will by itself become our friend and hu-
manity will look at a golden instead of a
doubtful future.

(The writer is a spiritual educator and a
popular columnist; views are personal)

SPIRITUAL APPROACH TO CLIMATE CHANGE

Atul Sehgal

Last week, while flitting through
the contents of a leading daily news-
paper in India, an interesting article
caught hold of my attention and it
made a compulsive reading
throughout. The article was cap-
tioned — ‘Since 2014, 25 Opposition
leaders facing corruption probe
crossed over to BJP, 23 of them got
reprieve’. The article was, undoubt-
edly, a telltale commentary on the
holes in the prevalent political sys-
tem in our country. It was an embar-
rassing account of the glaringly ap-
parent fact that political parties of all
hues and shades are compelled to
flow with the tides produced by the
fault lines in our political system and
that too sometimes for sheer political
survival.

It may not be worthwhile to go
deep into the finer nuances of the
above account and be brazenly
judgemental of hallowed political
parties and personalities. It appears
to be proper to dwell on the deficien-
cies of the current system in Bharat

and regretfully State that the elec-
toral arithmetic is the biggest bane
of our political system. To build up
the numbers for gathering the elu-
sive majority, political parties, un-
der a legal system that is speckled
with loopholes, have to resort to
such shenanigans to assemble num-
bers to make stable governments
and even make strong governments
that can govern smoothly.

Our democracy has definite defi-
ciencies. Rather it is anything but
perfect. A multi-party democracy is
better described as a non-ideal, di-
luted form of democracy, especially
so in a culturally variegated society
like ours. The purest form of democ-
racy is outlined in our ancient scrip-
ture Manusmriti. While making a
mention of Manusmriti, it needs to
be clarified that this observation is
not to be taken lightly even if there
is controversy associated with this
ancient scripture. That controversy
sprang from its distorted version,
due to historical extrapolations by
unscrupulous persons. The original,
uncorrupted version of Manusmriti

is a divine blueprint of an ideal gover-
nance system. The scripture talks of
democracy indicating the following
three characteristic features of
democracy (prajatantra)

1. Partyless system of elections
and governance

2. Right to recall the elected rep-
resentatives by the voters

3. Congruous with the principles
of righteousness or Dharma

It would also be relevant to State

here that the above primaeval, di-
vine scripture also provides a struc-
tural frame for the democratic gover-
nance system. It talks of three
assemblies — Rajaryasabha (execu-
tive assembly), Vidyaryasabha (sub-
ject specialist assembly) and Dhar-
maryasabha (assembly of religious
experts). The last-mentioned as-
sembly or council is composed of
persons of distinguished moral
standing and impeccable character

who act collectively as some kind of
moral authority on the functioning
of the executive council.

It is easy to see how far the existing
polity and governance structure are
away from the above-mentioned
ideal polity and governance system in
a democratic set-up. In a party less
democratic polity, all problems of
electoral arithmetic and the evils
that they engender are bound to
vanish. There are going to be no big
election rallies, no stupendous
spending on elections, no horse-
trading, no party switching, no turn-
coats, no go slow on prosecuting the
corrupt and criminal politicians and
no silly concepts of majoritarianism
or minorityism.

There is going to be no minority-
centred governance. It is also not dif-
ficult to understand how many sec-
ondary evils of the extant political
system in our country will get elimi-
nated if we were to incorporate the
tenets of the sacred scripture
Manusmriti in our polity and gover-
nance. It may be farfetched to expect
that we can carve out from the pre-

sent system something exactly con-
forming to the above utopian struc-
ture but even if we incorporate
therein one or two important fea-
tures like party less democratic sys-
tem in our country, great benefit can
accrue to our governance.

In light of what is Stated above, we
certainly need to reform our democ-
ratic system which does not deliver
too well. Accordingly, we look for-
ward to the expectedly third term
Modi Government bringing about
wide constitutional, electoral and
bureaucratic reforms to enable our
nation to progress by kangaroo
leaps, which it is capable of. Bharat is
divinely destined to become the
leading global nation-State of the
world while maintaining its pristine
stature as the moral and spiritual
trailblazer of the world. This is so be-
cause Bharat is the land of saints,
sages and seers who have been the
beacons for humanity through the
course of its long and chequered his-
torical existence on this planet.

(The author is a management
consultant; views are personal)
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